
Even those of us less familiar with diabetes can probably pull up a few guidelines for diabetes 
care: regular blood glucose monitoring, cutting back on sugar and carbohydrates, constant 
attention to food labels, carb counting, regular exercise, and regular visits to the doctor for 
glucose and body weight monitoring. 
 
While all of the above are characteristics of a good diabetic, the list also highlights some of 

the reasons diabetics are at much higher risk for eating disorders than the general population. 
 
Regular blood glucose monitoring can quickly turn into obsession with perfect blood glucose 

numbers. Cutting back on sugar and carbohydrates might help stabilize some glucose highs 
and lows, so the individual takes it even further, virtually eliminating these foods from her diet. 
Then what about fruit? What about other carbohydrate-containing foods? Where does it stop? 
Somewhere along the way, she learns being a good diabetic means reading all food labels, 
which over time turns every meal time into obsession with numbers instead of enjoying the 
experience of eating. The exercise regime goes from a moderate daily walk to a rigid and 
intense exercise schedule. When the diabetic doesn’t comply with all of these rules, she may 
feel overwhelming guilt and shame and turn her thoughts to how she must do better, be better, 
be more perfect. Even when this doesn’t spiral into a full blown eating disorder, it’s not a 
healthy or balanced way to live. 
 
Finding balance as a diabetic can be challenging because the reality is diabetics need to pay 

attention to numbers. Because the repercussions of mismanaged diabetes are so significant, it 
makes sense that families and medical teams prefer the diabetic individual to err on the side of 
rigidity and perfection rather than risk dangerous blood glucose swings. 
 
However, eating disorders are also very serious, with the highest rate of death of any mental 

illness. Add diabetes to that equation and the risk of death and other complications increases 
exponentially. In other words, both sides of the diabetic pendulum—under managed and over 
managed—are dangerous. Finding a middle ground is critical. 
 
Intuitive Eating is the middle ground. In my many years working with diabetics and eating 

disorder patients both in my private practice and at Center for Hope of the Sierras, I have seen 
this model help these individuals learn a healthy, balanced way to incorporate food into their 
lives while also effectively managing their diabetes. 
 
Intuitive Eating is based on the concept that our bodies’ natural hunger and satiety signals 

are the best guide for each of us to decide what and how much to eat. This can be a scary 
concept for many because we’ve been so well coached that we can’t trust our bodies, and that 
left to their own devices, they will only ever ask for the foods we’ve been taught we shouldn’t 
eat. This is not how our bodies’ wisdom functions. Sure, learning intuitive eating (or more 
accurately, unlearning all of the food rules we’ve picked up over many years) takes time, but it 
is the best way to create both a balanced relationship with food and a well-nourished body. 
 
 The best part? Intuitive eating works for diabetics, too. 
 
With modern diabetic medication and equipment, we have the ability to make monitoring, 

counting and dosing highly individualized, not only to the person, but also to the meal and the 
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day. This means the rigid counting and restrictive numbers we used to have to rely on are no 
longer necessary. Instead, we can base insulin dosing on in-the-moment blood glucose 
numbers and varied, flexible meals, which in turn gives us the freedom to implement intuitive 
eating as part of the overall diabetes management plan. This is critical because it reduces some 
of the risk factors those with diabetes have for developing eating disorders, and it’s also just a 
really fun way to eat. 
 
Sure, intuitive eating as a diabetic might sometimes look slightly different than intuitive eating 

as a non-diabetic, but intuitive eating looks different person to person anyway because our 
bodies are each unique. The beauty of intuitive eating is it is highly flexible and completely 
individualized, so you get to experiment to find out what feels best for you, both emotionally and 
physically. 
 
I care very deeply about helping people with diabetes find a way to both safely manage the 

condition while also living a full life, including dinners out, beach days and birthday cake. Good 
diabetes care doesn’t have to mean living under the thumb of strict numbers, food rules and 
rigidity. With support, a good treatment team and a willingness to learn to trust your body, you 
can keep yourself healthy physically, mentally and emotionally, with more time for the great joy 
of living a full, present life. 
 
 
 


